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Client:

Kategorie: Switch room, Critical infrastructures.

Remote monitoring: control room crowns "Viking" wind farm project

The control room of the offshore project "Viking" off the island of Rügen - from here the operators access the turbines of the wind farm 70
kilometres away via a remote connection. At the same time they monitor all ship movements within the area on the newly installed large display
wall.

70 wind turbines in the five-megawatt output class, an area of around 34 square kilometres and at the heart
of the plant: the transformer platform. Here, all the electricity from the individual turbines is not only
combined, but also converted to the required level. Nobody here can and will afford technical faults. This
makes it all the more important that remote monitoring from the mainland, 70 kilometres away, is ensured
by reliably stable technical installations. It is precisely this remote access, which makes the approximately
one and a half hour boat trip out to the wind farm unnecessary, that is the linchpin in the control center of
the “Viking Offshore Wind Farm”.

“State of the art" solution needed

For almost two years, the control room staff of Iberdrola Renovables Offshore Deutschland GmbH on the
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island of Rügen monitored “their” wind farm from a temporary base. But a glance at other wind energy
control rooms quickly made it clear: buzzing computers under the desks, an army of keyboards and mice,
each of which is connected to individual computers and repeatedly turns the activation of desired
applications into a “search game” – this is not “state of the art”.

"Always bumped into Jungmann"

“There were also more convincing solutions in terms of ergonomics,” recalls Marco Schwarmann, Assistant
Site Manager of the Viking Offshore Wind Farm. In his more than 20 years of experience in the wind energy
sector, the expert has built up a broad network. So it was not difficult for him to combine reference visits to
industry colleagues with modern control rooms. Schwarmann: “I came across Jungmann Systemtechnik
again and again”. For example at JST customer “Adwen” in Bremerhaven.

The control room for the project “Vikings” before and after the reconstruction. For two years, the temporary facility served to monitor the wind
farm in the Baltic Sea off Rügen.

Easily integrate new tasks

“And what I saw there really convinced me,” says the project manager. “We compared the JST concepts
with the possibilities of other suppliers and found out With JST, I have the freedom to say that tomorrow I
want to monitor an additional element – I can easily do that. For growing monitoring tasks, we simply add
the hardware; all interfaces are already available.“

No special training necessary

The MultiConsoling® from JST serves as the technical basis for the completely new control room on Rügen.
A system that allows any source to be displayed in real time on workstation monitors, on individual displays
in the video wall or as a BigPicture across several large display walls with just one keyboard-and-mouse unit
– and all with just a few clicks. Marco Schwarmann: “This simple, intuitive control system is great. No
employee needs to be specially trained for this. I can reach all my systems on the outsourced computers in
the technical room with just a few key combinations and can work freely”.

Sea room and offshore substation in view

These various systems in the Viking Wind Farm control room include remote monitoring of the transformer
platform, which has been designed redundantly for safety reasons, and control of the sea area in and
around the wind farm. A new video wall with 24/7-optimised business displays enables operators to keep a
constant eye on ship movements and give early warnings of possible “course deviations”.
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Step by step to the perfect solution

Wind expert Schwarmann praises in particular the intensive cooperation with JST consultant Timo
Bredehöft, who has been involved in the project from the very beginning: “During our first visit to the control
room simulator , we were mainly concerned with the question ‘What is going on?’ After we had looked at and
tried everything, we were able to approach a solution together, step by step. And by the end of the day, Mr.
Bredehöft had already developed a concept for us that was ultimately 90 percent just like that – perfect!”.

"With the MultiConsoling technology I have all systems
under control with a few key combinations and can work
freely".

Marco Schwarmann (left) / Timo Bredehöft

Assistant Site Manager / Consultant JST

REQUEST AN OFFER WITHOUT OBLIGATION

The components used in this project:

DisplayWall with special S-PVA panels for reliable 24/7 operation - optional with
proactive alarm function
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MultiConsoling® System – complete control room system for workplace, monitor
wall and other systems

myGUI® user interface - in the intuitive 3D design of your control room for
maximum user comfort

Stratos X11® control room desk – optional with height adjustment and proactive
AlarmLight system

Planning / 3D planning – Architecture, ergonomics and technology from one source

MouseHopping – to use the large display wall as a fully-fledged workplace extension

Other projects with a similar task

wpd windmanager, Bremen
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Find out more

Deutsche Windtechnik

Find out more
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Adwen, Bremerhaven

Find out more
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